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Our group has studied the Markov processes whose generators ~ are formally 
defined as follows: 
(.Of)(-q) = • q(-q, sr)[f(~ ")- f ( r / ) ] ,  rt c E, 
where E , s =(Z+) ,  Z+={0, 1,2,.. .},q(r/,~')~>0 for r/~ ~'. For example, q(r/,~r)= 
qu(~7(u),~(u)+k), ~=~7+keu, k~0;  =C,(~(u))p(u,v), if= r / -eu+%;  =0, ff~rt 
otherwise, where ~" = {st(u): u 6 S}, ~q = {r/(u): u ~ S}, e. = {6u~: vc  S}. (1) For finite 
S, we find some effective sufficient conditions for uniqueness and ergodicity. (2) 
For countable S, we prove some existence theorems under quite general conditions. 
One main reason we can do so is that couplings for jump processes are studied 
clearly. (3) For countable S, we obtain some results on the existence and uniqueness 
of stationary measures for our particle systems. (4) For more special models, we 
study critical phenomena nd construction of the set of stationary measures. 
Variational Processes and Stochastic Mechanics 
J.C. Zambrini, Princeton University, USA 
It is shown that a program initiated, without success, by E. Schr6dinger fifty years 
ago in order to obtain a classical probabilistic derivation of his wave equation, can 
be rectified and completed. The key point is to construct processes (the 'variational 
processes') analogous to the classical trajectories considered from the variational 
point of view, and uses an idea of K. Yasue. Two stochastic mechanics result in 
this way. One is Nelson's theory, and the second one the imaginary time version 
of this theory, whose existence was unknown. This gives a new constructive approach 
of Nelson's theory, and also a new probabilistic interpretation of the Heat equation. 
2.4. Stochastic differential equations 
Stochastic Evolution Equations Perturbed by Generalized White Noise 
on the Boundary 
N.U. Ahmed, University of Ottawa, Canada 
We study the questions of existence and uniqueness of weak solutions of stochastic 
evolution equations governed by partial differential equations of parabolic and 
hyperbolic type perturbed by generalized white noise on the boundary. Both Neuman 
and Dirichlet problems are considered. For the parabolic system with time invariant 
spatial and boundary operators we show that the solution is a Feller process in a 
suitable Hilbert space. An explicit expression for the generator of the semigroup is
given and some properties, thereof, are discussed. Under suitable assumptions we 
